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VULNERABILITY AS A KNOWER
• What standing does someone have to assert knowledge claims as
knowledge claims?
• What authority should they be recognized as having?

• What factors can lead to
• being compromised as a reliable knower or

• being compromised as a reporter of knowledge in others’ view?
Image from Triple Fat Goose

VULNERABILITY AS A KNOWER
• Does the person feel safe disagreeing with what others believe about
her own experiences and attitudes?
• What if the other person is well-respected by the community as a knower?
• When she states what she believes about herself, do others tend to…
• accept it as accurate or authoritative?
• interpret it differently?
• reject it as false or delusional?

• Can she trust herself as a knower and reporter…
or does she always feel like she is on unstable ground?
Image from Triple Fat Goose

VULNERABILITY AS A KNOWER
• One way in which patients can be vulnerable as knowers:
when they are assessed to lack self-knowledge

• Clinical insight : appropriate self-knowledge or awareness of
one’s illness -- applied almost exclusively in psychiatric
contexts
• Assessment of poor insight (fully or partially) indicates denial about
the nature of the condition + refusal to acknowledge benefits of tx
Image from Psychology Today

“POOR/PARTIAL INSIGHT”
• High stakes assessment – can make a difference for
• capacity assessments
• (in)voluntariness of hospitalization
• guardianship decisions
• discharge decisions

• depot versus oral medications
• pressures to comply, inclinations toward paternalism
Cf. references [5, 6, 13, 14]
Image from Psychology Today

OUTLINE
• Brief overview of conceptual ambiguities and conflicting data
• Highlight three ethical concerns with labeling a patient as lacking insight:
• Idealizing and increasing marginalization
• Minimizing patients’ own perspectives on the nature of their conditions
• Shared decision-making might seem impossible.

• Recommendations
• Insight assessments have some value – should not throw out this term
altogether but instead establish better practices

Conceptual Ambiguities and Conflicting Data

INSIGHT

CONCEPTUAL AMBIGUITIES
“As the central feature of key psychotic symptoms such as delusion and
hallucination, loss of insight has proven peculiarly difficult to define” - Bill Fulford

• Unidimensional: “correct attitude to a morbid change in oneself”
(Lewis, 1934)

• Largely rejected in scholarly literature as too simplistic

INSIGHT

CONCEPTUAL AMBIGUITIES
• Multidimensional:
• tx adherence + awareness of illness + relabeling mental events as pathological
(David, 1990; Schedule for the Assessment of Insight, used currently)

• awareness of having a mental illness + understanding of the need for tx +
awareness of social consequences of mental disorders + awareness of symptoms +
attribution of symptoms to mental disorder (Scale to Assess Unawareness in Mental
Disorder, used currently)

• beliefs about mental illness + perception of being ill + perception of changes in self
+ perceived control over environment + wish to understand situation (Marková
and Berrios Insight Scale-revised, 1995)

CONCEPTUAL AMBIGUITIES
• But in review of psychiatric evaluations and progress
notes, insight frequently marked as “poor,” “fair,”
“limited,” “improving” – without nuance or detail
(Casher & Bess, 2012)

• Tools for measuring insight are used in research
contexts – nothing standardized for the bedside

CONCEPTUAL AMBIGUITIES
• Lingering questions
• How important is it for a patient to have insight?

• Are there many different types of insight?
• Are some dimensions of insight more important than others?
• What are the thresholds for each dimension?
• How static versus dynamic is insight?
• What counts as appropriate/adequate awareness of symptoms or illness?

• To what extent does the patient’s explanatory story have to match that of the
physician?

CONFLICTING DATA
• On whether insight is compromised in all psychiatric conditions, only in cases of
psychosis, or in a smaller subset of cases
• On whether the majority of people diagnosed with schizophrenia lack insight

• On whether poor insight causes low functioning or violent behavior
• On the relationship between insight and depression
• On the association between insight and severity of psychopathology
• On whether poor insight leads to poor adherence
Cf. references [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18]

INSIGHT AND
COMPLIANCE
Mediated significantly by
motivation –
cooperation
personal interest
possible resistance to tx

Noordraven, E. et al. “Depot-Medication Compliance for Patients with Psychotic Disorders: The Importance of Illness Insight and Treatment
Motivation.” Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 12 (2016): 269-274.

Idealizing and Marginalizing
Minimizing Patients’ Perspectives
Perceived Obstacle to Shared Decision-Making

IDEALIZING AND MARGINALIZING
• Especially when criteria for insight are left vague, it is easy to idealize human
capabilities for accurate self-knowledge
• Would need transparent beliefs and attitudes and the ability to express them precisely

• For example, when insight requires
considering self “mad” and acknowledge “which elements of the
disorder are fundamental to the illness category” (David)
accurately judging type and severity of illness and impact of each
individual symptom (Jaspers)
knowing facts about their illness and understanding how illness
affects them as a person (Marková & Berrios)

IDEALIZING AND MARGINALIZING
• Overly demanding criteria, unreachable thresholds
• Especially for patients who have difficulty communicating or providing a
linear narrative or who need additional educational support
• Possibility a patient could have insight deficits on some dimensions and
not others but receive nondescript, global assessment of poor insight in
chart

• Concern that patients will be falsely assessed to lack insight as a result,
particularly given lack of standardized clinical tools

IDEALIZING AND MARGINALIZING
• Patients could be unnecessarily subjected to increased scrutiny and
paternalistic interferences
• Could end up marginalizing patients who are already marginalized in
many spheres of everyday life, compounding vulnerabilities
• Lost trust, lost opportunities to learn from each other

IDEALIZING AND MARGINALIZING
Pt seen as
incapable of
understanding

Pt struggles to
regain trust as a
knower in the
relationship

Potential for a
self-perpetuating
cycle

Pt does not receive
additional support to
understand

MINIMIZING PTS’ PERSPECTIVES
• “Assessment of insight is substantially a judgment of discrepancy between the
perspective of a clinician and that of a patient” (McGorry & McConville, 1999)

• Insight as judging experiences “to be pathological in a manner that is
congruent with the judgement of the involved treating psychiatrist” (Dell’Osso
et al., 2002)

• In the case of poor insight, the patient’s “perception of himself is grossly at
odds with that of his community and culture” (Amador et al., 1991)
• Insight ends up getting defined as “social acquiescence” (Marková & Berrios, 1992)

MINIMIZING PTS’ PERSPECTIVES
• Important possible variables:
• Broken therapeutic relationship leading to pt’s rejection of physician’s
judgment

• Patient’s favoring of non-standard or less-stigmatized interpretation,
treatments

• Studies suggest privileged ethnic, racial, and socioeconomic groups tend to
be given higher insight scores – possible effect of bias
(Amador & Kronengold, 2004)

MINIMIZING PTS’ PERSPECTIVES
• “Clinical observations show that some patients tend to verbally
express insight in order to be left alone by doctors and therapists”
(Lincoln et al., 2007)

• Pt can feel pressure to regurgitate jargon, give impression of complete
agreement

• Can feed into avoidance of mental health system, cycles of deception

THE CALL

FOR

SHARED DECISION-MAKING

“Patients should be given the necessary information and the
opportunity to exercise the degree of control they choose over
health care decisions that affect them” (IOM, 2005).
Even for patients who have been involuntarily hospitalized, SDM is
important to “decrease the informational and power imbalance”
(SAMHSA, 2011).
SDM is a necessary antidote to the “iatrogenic wounds” of paternalism in
psychiatric practice (Drake, Deegan, & Rapp 2010).
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PERCEIVED STUMBLING BLOCK

TO

SDM

• HCPs might assume that shared decision-making is impossible
for patients with poor insight.
• “‘[poor] insight is not accepting that you even need to be in the office,
meeting with the provider at that time, because you have nothing wrong
with you, so why would you even be there?’” (Mahone et al., 2011)
• In a survey, psychiatrists indicated that SDM is mainly attempted for patients
who do not dispute their diagnosis, do not reject given medical information,
and already want to participate in a therapeutic plan (Hamann et al., 2009).

For Improving Practices

THE VALUE OF THE INSIGHT CONSTRUCT?
• Core value of insight lies in how it factors into their
interests as agents – planning for the future, maximizing selfdetermination, advocating for one’s own interests
• Pt needs to understand the nature of their cognition, emotions, and
behavior, along with how they fluctuate during episodes

• Relatedly, having (some form of) insight could help the individual
keep ties to their community and not be as isolated.

RECAP
Conceptual
Problems

• No consensus on
details of insight
• Conflicting
attempts that can
set the bar too high

OF THE

Instruments
with unclear
target

CONCERNS
Faulty
communications
in the chart

Lost
opportunities
for SDM

Vulnerable
pt made
more
vulnerable
• High

stakes
assessment

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Should assess and document a patient’s insight level in a way that
• is sensitive to the ways in which patients can be vulnerable as
knowers and reporters of knowledge
• prevents idealizing human capacities and marginalizing the
patient further
• takes into account the myriad of intervening variables that could
be relevant in any given case for why the patient might appear to
lack self-knowledge
• does not foreclose the possibility of shared decision-making
• does not “greenlight” other high-stakes decisions

RECOMMENDATIONS
• To help ensure HCPs are accurately communicating and
documenting the patient’s level of insight, assessments
should be nuanced, complex, and sensitive to changes and
potential mediating variables.
• Development of standardized bedside tools with training on
potential sociocultural bias
• More detail than single words – “poor,” “fair,” “good,” “improving”

RECOMMENDATIONS
NOTE WITHOUT DETAIL
“The patient has fair
insight/judgment.”

NOTE WITH NUANCE AND DETAIL
“The patient has fair insight that appears to be improving since
admission 5 days ago.When admitted, Ms. Smith did not seem to
understand why she had been hospitalized, and she was actively
having hallucinations but would not acknowledge them to me.
Today, Ms. Smith seems more comfortable talking about her
hallucinations, though she prefers to call them “the presences.”
She is still unclear why she was hospitalized despite talking about
the circumstances with her at length, but she expresses
understanding that the medications are helping her sleep and
eat better. Her insight has potential to improve further.”

RECOMMENDATIONS
• An assessment of poor/partial insight should not discourage
HCPs from seriously attempting shared decision-making.
• Focusing on trust and mutual respect, even for pts who seem
“difficult”
• Not insisting on language that the pt finds stigmatizing
• Identifying solutions that are beneficial according to pt’s own
interpretation and concerns

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Lower the stakes of insight assessments.
• Of concern: “this construct, although no less complex than capacity, is
more intuitive to mental health professionals and may provide a more
reliable basis for coercive-treatment decisions” (Cairns et al., 2005).
• “Poor/partial insight” designation should not, on its own, justify depot
versus oral medication, involuntary hospitalization, assumption of
incapacity, coercive tactics to secure adherence

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Clinical ethicists / ethics committees should be resources for
assisting therapeutic alliances, including those that might be
in jeopardy due to a patient’s lack of insight.
• Educating on meaning and value of insight assessments (similar to what
we do for capacity evaluations)
• Helping to determine ethically reasonable goals of care for patients who
seem to deny some or all aspects of their condition
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